Changing school culture: From deficiencies to strengths—An intervention study about school culture
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Abstract: This research project focuses on the question: Which effects do teachers’ attitudes have on students’ academic self-concept and students’ competences? The study is informed by the theoretical perspective that competences and individual skills can be improved especially when students and teachers are confident about the possibility of change of these variables and when teachers make this explicit as a central theme. In our intervention study, we investigate whether a change in the teaching and learning setting (moving from a focus on deficits to a focus on strengths) is able to enhance students’ academic self-concept and students’ competences, even across domains.
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1. Theoretical background and research question

Along with the quality of instruction, a number of other factors contribute to the acquisition of competences by students: factors such as well-being in school, self-concept, motivation and the students’ own interests. How can they be changed?

In this intervention the aim of the research is to investigate how these aspects are connected to the agenda of teachers and whether and to what extent the agenda can be changed by particular, specific interventions. Such interventions include the advanced training of teachers, more time for preparation by the teachers, and conceptual innovation. This study is part of an evaluation of a pilot project carried out by the Bavarian Ministry of Education, the objective is to work against the deficit-orientation prevalent in some schools—as seen, for example, in the number of students repeating an academic year.

1.1 Implicit theories

Failures endanger motivation and self-confidence, especially when they are related to a belief in a deficit of one’s own competences (Dweck, 1999). Along with assumptions about the level of their own competences, individuals also have different theories about the possibility of change of their own competences. These “implicit theories” (Dresel & Ziegler, 2006) usually correlate closely to school achievement. Competences and individual skills can be enhanced, especially when students and teachers believe in the possibility of change of competences and individual skills and when teachers highlight this as a central theme. The focus of the research is on a number of variables (for example, implicit theories and goal orientations) that are sometimes considered intangible in
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1.2 The impact of teachers

These variables depending on school climate are influenced by the actions of teachers. They can create opportunities for the students to experience self-efficacy—or they can avoid providing these opportunities. There are numerous empirical suggestions for a relation between the epistemological beliefs of teachers and the type of teaching they provide (Stipek, et al., 2001; Ditton & Arnold, 2004; Pauli, et al., 2005; Hartinger, et al., 2006).

1.3 Interventions

In the project we are outlining in this paper, teachers are trained to take a closer look at corresponding aspects of their behaviour in education (for example, workshops, trainings, activities concerning school structure and cooperation with parents, etc.). We then investigate whether and how far these interventions can lead to a change.

The interventions are ongoing, beginning in September 2008 and continuing through July 2011. Previous research has found that teachers’ beliefs in the effects of training are relatively stable (Pajares, 1992; Richardson, 1996). We seek to investigate whether an intervention will be evident in a change of teachers’ beliefs, and whether or not it can have an effect on the students. So the research question is: Can the epistemological beliefs of teachers be changed and will that change enhance students’ academic self-concept and students’ competences?

2. Method

In this section of the paper we give you a brief overview of the sample, then name several approaches involved, before providing several examples of the instruments.

2.1 Sample

In most of the Federal States’ School System of the German, students undergo a relatively early selection process. After the 4th grade (at the age of about ten years), there is a tracking into three different types of school: Hauptschule, Realschule and Gymnasium (as it is shown in Figure 1).

Figure 1  Tracking in secondary schools in Bavarian school system (simplified)

At the end of the 4th grade, parents can ask the class teacher to issue a recommendation for a specific kind of secondary school. This recommendation is based on the marks of the main subjects like mathematics, German and social studies, as well as on the appraisal of the social behaviour, learning behaviour and work habits. The parents
can accept this recommendation or send their child to a “realschule” or “gymnasium” for a probationary period. These schools then decide whether or not the student is allowed to attend the school further on. If the student is not able to show the competences needed for these types of secondary school, he or she would be sent to the “hauptschule”. An important point is that the German school system is permeable, which means that students can switch between the different types of secondary schools after each year if they show certain competences (especially good marks).

Realschules have to deal with the most heterogeneous pupils of all types of secondary schools. Therefore, realschules are the most suitable secondary schools to test innovative programs that might be able to lead to a change of school culture.

The project we are here outlining started in September 2007 with ten realschules in Bavaria, Southern Germany. These schools joined a program in which they are allowed to develop different projects that can help to enhance students’ academic self-concept and students’ competences. They are supported by the Bavarian Ministry of Education in many ways. Below are three examples of the different school projects:

(1) Example 1
Example 1 is from a school that started a project called VIP (very interested pupils). For 9th grade students there is an advancement of those students judged to be the best and also the most committed pupils in all main subjects (for example, English and mathematics). There is a personal invitation by the teachers to the students to take part in this project. There are no marks, but participants gain a certificate of participation.

(2) Example 2
Example 2 is from another school that started a project called “techinigirls”. There is a special course for 6th grade girl students. The aim of the course is the advancement of interest in the natural sciences among female students. The students are involved in excursions and study visits, for example to institutions and universities.

(3) Example 3
Example 3 takes place in different schools and grades. This project is called “scoring rubrics”. Teachers offer different materials on a certain subject or theme. Then the students estimate their own competences in different “scoring rubrics” (which describe the actual state of knowledge or abilities). The students also declare which “scoring rubric” they want to reach in a certain time (which describes the target state). Then the students tell which materials and methods they like to use in order to reach their aims. After a certain time students and teachers reflect about success and further activities. This process is repeated, not only as a final test at the end, but also throughout the learning process.

2.2 Approaches
The research is multi-level, and is based on:

(1) Questionnaires from three classes from each of the ten schools involved in the model project (thus involving a total of approximately 1000 students);

(2) Questionnaires from the teaching staff of the model project schools (This is a total of approximately 500 teachers);

(3) Questionnaires from a similar number of students and teachers from control schools without the aforementioned interventions. The control schools are comparable in terms of school attributes such as size, patronage and resources, etc.;

(4) Participant observation of the teacher trainings, group discussions with the participating teachers, and analytic description of the formal intervention events.
2.3 Instruments

In order to investigate teachers and students variables, we used questionnaires. Below is an overview of the most important constructs and item examples the two questionnaires.

2.3.1 Teachers’ questionnaire

The teachers’ questionnaire contains questions regarding constructs shown in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Construct</th>
<th>Item example</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Job satisfaction</td>
<td>(1) How content are you personally with your profession?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
|                                                         | (2) The items have been processed using a 5-stage response format from “very content” to “very discontent”.
| Use of different work forms in lessons                 | (1) I use open work forms in lessons (free work time, learning at stations, project work, business game, ...). |
|                                                         | (2) The items have been processed using a 5-stage response format from “daily” to “never”.
| Implicit theories about their students                 | (1) My students are able to enhance their competences.                       |
|                                                         | (2) The items have been processed using a 6-stage response format from “absolutely right” to “not right at all”.
| Teachers’ orientation on reference norms               | (1) I think, a good achievement of a student is if it is better than his/her result before. |
|                                                         | (2) The items have been processed using a 4-stage response format from “no” to “yes”. |
| Teachers’ goal orientations                            | (1) In my lessons, I make a point of the students defining their learning activities on their own. |
|                                                         | (2) The items have been processed using a 6-stage response format from “absolutely right” to “not right at all”. |
| Teachers’ self-efficacy                                | (1) In unexpected situations I always know how to act.                      |
|                                                         | (2) The items have been processed using a 4-stage response format from “disagree completely” to “agree completely”.
| Cooperation with parents                              | (1) I inform parents about the strengths and weaknesses of their children. |
|                                                         | (2) The items have been processed using a 4-stage response format from “applies not at all” to “applies completely”.
| Time management and classroom management               | (1) For personal and social concerns I take my time even during lessons.    |
|                                                         | (2) The items have been processed using a 4-stage response format from “applies not at all” to “applies completely”.
| Use of homework                                        | (1) In my subjects I give homework. It mostly is worksheets/ workbooks.     |
|                                                         | (2) The items have been processed using a 4-stage response format from “never” to “always”.
| Support of students autonomy                           | (1) Felix is an average student. During the last two weeks he seemed to be dull and did not participate on team working. Exercises in lessons he does accurately, but he does not do his homework. A Telephone call with his mother brought no helping information. The best approach for the teacher of Felix is: She should convince him of the importance of homework and that he does it for his own use. |
|                                                         | (2) The items have been processed using a 7-stage response format from “very inadequate” to “very adequate”.

2.3.2 Students’ questionnaire

The students’ questionnaire contains questions to the constructs as shown in Table 2:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Construct</th>
<th>Item example</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Interest in academic contents</td>
<td>(1) As reading is fun to me, I would not like to give it up.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
|                                                         | (2) The items have been processed using a 4-stage response format from “right” to “not right”.
| Self-confidence                                        | (1) All in all I am content with myself.                                    |
|                                                         | (2) The items have been processed using a 4-stage response format from “right” to “not right”.
| Academic self-concept                                  | (1) In school I know how to do ...                                          |
|                                                         | (2) … item is followed by a 4-stage response format from “a lot” to “few”.

(to be continued)
2.4 School achievement

School achievement is measured on self-reported marks (in the subjects like German, English and Mathematics) of the most recent reports. Why reports (instead of standardized tests) and why self-reported (instead of asking the teachers)? First of all, the answer to both of these questions is a pragmatic one: Neither the teachers nor the students should feel overstressed by the process. Second we found hints in existing research which brought us to this decision. See the work of Renkl, et al., and Dickhäuser and Plenter below for further hints.

According to Renkel, et al. (1997), measuring achievement with marks in certain research is a preferred way of measuring students’ competences:

The … achievement was measured with the marks of the end of the school year’s report. These might reflect the level of competence in a slightly less “objective” manner than school achievement tests do. On the other hand, marks definitely accord to a bigger economic validity. Not only that they reflect performances made in a school context more directly than tests, they also are the measurement of competences that finally counts officially as basis of evaluation of school achievement. Marks therefore also have a stronger influence on the self-concept than a supposedly objective test-measured level of competence. The most important reason for preferring marks however is that they are explicitly given as feedback on performance, whereas the results of the tests are not open to the students. (Renkl, A., Helmke, A. & Schrader, F. W., 1997, p. 377)

Meanwhile Dickhäuser and Plenter (2005) suggest that students self-reporting of marks provides authentic results:

Studies in educational psychology often use students’ self-reports on their school marks as an indicator of students’ performance. In the present study we compared self-reports on marks from the last class test and from the last report in mathematics with the marks as reported by the teacher. There was a strong correlation between self-reported and actual marks, however, students overestimated their marks. The accuracy of the self-report did not depend meaningfully on student’s gender, mathematical self-concept and mathematical achievement (as measured by a standardized math test). (Dickhäuser, O. & Plenter, I., 2005, p. 219)

Considering these perspectives provided by existing research, this project measures school achievement on self-reported marks of the most recent reports.

3. The timetable of future activities
In conclusion, the next steps of this research are outlined here. First investigations were already made in July and in October 2008. This initial survey will be followed by cross-section analysis and the publication of the initial findings. In July 2010, there will be the second investigation (a re-test), followed by longitudinal section analysis and the publication of the findings. After that, the implementation of the results into practice will take place, for example via advanced trainings for teachers and via a handbook that will include reports of each of the pilot project-schools and “best practices” examples of successful interventions.
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